Welcome to the LEGO World

where things are getting pretty extreme.

Thank goodness the amazing RES-Q squad is never far behind! This high tech rescue team has what it takes to get the Extreme Team back to safety. They’re incredibly brave, amazingly strong — and they defy all odds to save the day!

Like it so far? Well, hold on. Because there are more ALL NEW themes inside this catalog. Be sure to look for:

ADVENTURERS
Watch out for falling towers and mysterious traps as you search through ancient tombs for lost treasure. The adventure begins on page 8.

HYDRONAUTS
These high-tech underwater dwellers dive to the ocean floor to harvest precious hydrolator crystals. Join them on page 10.

STINGRAYS
Yikes! What are these creepy sea creatures? They’re searching the deepest part of the ocean to get the crystals before the Hydronauts do. You’ll find them... if you dare... on page 12.

Go ahead and explore these pages. Be sure to look at every page because there are new items in just about every category. Find the adventure that you want to take. Because in the LEGO world, you can make any adventure as Extreme as you want!

---

Customer Care Center

Our Prices INCLUDE Shipping & Handling!

With the LEGO Shop at Home Catalog, your budget won’t be nibbled away by extra charges. The prices you see include regular shipping and handling.

Day-After-Tomorrow Delivery — Only $5!

Need it quick? Express delivery is now available for a small extra charge. Call by 2 p.m. Eastern Time and you can get fast, direct, door-to-door delivery anywhere in the continental U.S. in just 2-4 business days!

Look for this special symbol throughout the catalog.

Sets with this symbol contain an application to join the LEGO Club for FREE! See order form for details.
Emergency Response Center

When emergency strikes, it’s your job to save the day! This high-powered control center has everything you need to rescue by land, sea, or air. Includes a helicopter and landing pad, boat, tow truck, motorcycle, and trailer with rubber dinghy. Plus a complete supply of rescue tools and 3 brave rescue workers to use them. Ages 3-12. 420 pieces.

#6479 Emergency Response Center $66.00

An Important Safety Message

LEGO SYSTEM and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain small parts. These sets are not suitable and may pose a hazard to children under three years of age. LEGO DUPLO sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under three.

The LEGO Quality and Service Guarantee

We believe our toys must live up to your highest expectations. And our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We hope that you will be totally satisfied with your order. But if there’s any reason you’re not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

To Order Call:  1-800-453-4652  24 Hours a day
Res-Q Squad Saves the Day...

They’ve got the tools, vehicles and the high-tech rescue equipment needed to save Extreme Team dare devils in “extreme” situations!

A. Command Post Central
You’re the chief of the biggest, busiest police station in LEGO town. It has everything just like a real headquarters, including a prison, command room, helicopter landing pad, satellite disk, police car, motor bike and chopper. Six officers have lots of equipment to help them catch criminals — like walkie talkies, megaphones, and surveillance cameras. 271 pieces. #6332 Command Post Central $66.00
B. River Response
When swimmers, divers or boaters get into trouble — pound over the waves in the River Response to save the day! Comes with a dinghy, rescue rope, mini car, binoculars, saw and all kinds of tools and diving equipment. Includes three fearless Res-Q workers. Ages 7-12. 145 pieces.
#6451 River Response $22.00

C. Aerial Recovery
Get ready for heart-pounding action as you race to the rescue. A high speed helicopter has a net and stretcher for transporting victims. Plus a raft for river rescues. All kinds of extras add to the drama: a winch for lifting the stretcher or raft, rotors that really turn, a rope for climbing, and a fully equipped tool box. Three brave Res-Q workers included. Ages 7-12. 201 pieces.
#6462 Aerial Recovery $27.50

D. Res-Q Cruiser
S.O.S.!! Help is needed fast! Load the excavator onto the back of the Res-Q Cruiser and hit the seas. Attach the buzz saw, jack hammer, or grabber arm to the crane arm for daring rescues. Comes with three Res-Q workers. Ages 8-12. 283 pieces.
#6473 ResQ Cruiser $38.50

NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

* Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
These fearless, dare devils are up for every challenge... rafting the roughest white water... climbing the highest mountains... off-roading the toughest terrain... even cruising at the speed of sound! They're brave, they're tough and not afraid of anything... meet the Extreme Team!

A. Wind Runners
Your challenge, ride the wind at tip-top speeds! Includes a dune buggy, wind racer, and 2 daredevil riders. 46 pieces.
#6572 Wind Runners $6.75

B. Extreme Team Challenge
Cruise over rough terrain in the monster truck, ride the rapids and rock climb — that's if you're up for the challenge! Once you're on top of the mountain, cross the ravine in seconds on the rip cord. Next, hop on your 4-wheeler or trike and cruise over the hanging bridge and start planning your next extreme adventure. Includes four daredevils. Ages 8-12. 354 pieces.
#6584 Extreme Team Challenge $54.00
C. LEGO Extreme T-shirt
Wear it if you dare! Become a member of the Extreme Team with this fun and rugged shirt. Its made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey for soft, comfortable wear. Machine wash and dry it as often as you like. It won't shrink or lose its shape. Made in USA. (Please indicate size on order form).
Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $12.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $14.00
#7503 Extreme T-shirt

D. Daredevil Flight Squad
Hold on tight 'cause you're going up, up, up — flying faster than the speed of sound! Performing loop de loops and other daring maneuvers are all part of your daredevil stunt show. Stunt planes come with a helicopter, car, two trailers and three daredevils.
Ages 8-12 275 pieces.
#6582 Daredevil Flight Squad $33.00

E. Land Jet 7
Speed's the name and danger is the game! This car is built like a jet and almost as fast. So buck up, power-up the engines and cruise. Comes with a fearless driver and mechanic.
Ages 7-12 125 pieces.
#6580 Land Jet 7 $13.25

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
MEET JOHNNY THUNDER

Johnny spends his days searching for forbidden ruins, magic rubies, and the sphinx's surprise. It's up to him to save these rare artifacts from treasure snatchers like Baron von Barron.

A. Pharaoh's Forbidden Ruins

You've just discovered one of the greatest archeological finds in all history. Watch out for the dastardly Baron — he wants to steal the ancient treasure. And he's the least of your worries! The pharaoh's tomb is protected by traps at every turn. Beware of falling boulders, two trap doors, poisonous snakes, scorpions and spooky skeletons. Use the movie camera to record your adventures! Ages 6-12. 710 pieces.

#5888 Pharaoh's Forbidden Ruins $88.00
**B. Mummy’s Tomb**

Enter, if you dare, the secret mummy’s tomb... but beware! It’s been booby-trapped by the ancients! The tower topples on intruders and you’ll be in for a surprise if you try to move the statue — watch out! Includes three adventurers, an exploration vehicle and lots of equipment to help you on your expedition. Ages 7-12. 253 pieces.

#5858 Mummy’s Tomb $33.00

**C. Sphinx Secret Surprise**

It’s one of the greatest mysteries of the ancient times, and now YOU are on a mission to uncover its deepest, darkest secrets. Proceed with caution because dangers lurk around every turn. Poisonous snakes and scorpions, towers that topple and spooky skeletons are just a few of the tricks and traps that await you! Includes four adventurers, tons of tools and supplies, and the Baron, who wants to plunder the tomb! Ages 8-12. 342 pieces.

#5878 Sphinx Secret Surprise $54.00

**D. Adventurers T-shirt**

This fun and rugged shirt is made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey. Machine wash and dry it as often as you like. It won’t shrink or lose its shape. Made in USA. (Please indicate size on order form).

Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $12.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $14.00

#TS04 Adventurers T-shirt

**Lift the magic jewel — and out flies the mummy!**

Can you find the secret floor panel?

Tip the tower to uncover hidden treasure!
There's trouble in the Aquazone...the oxygen giving hydrolator crystals are running out! Only the Hydronauts have the high tech tools and ships to discover a new supply. But an evil Stingray Squad will do anything to prevent the Hydronauts from getting at the crystals. Who will capture all the crystals and rule the Aquazone? Only time and YOU can tell...

**A. Hydro Search Sub**
This high-tech sub is also a working lab and an underwater prison! Suction hoses gather crystals as the sub searches the deep. Special magnets can be used to attach and detach the hoses in a flash. Search lights and harpoons arm the ship — and can also be worn by the Hydronauts on dangerous missions. Comes with three Hydronauts and a Stingray prisoner.

Ages 8-12.
289 pieces.
#6180 Hydro Search Sub $4.40

**B. Crystal Detector**
Patrol the ocean floor in search of precious crystals. This amazing sea vessel has a claw and a special suction nozzle for collecting samples. Stash crystals in the storage box so the sneaky Stingrays won't find them!

Ages 7-12. 101 pieces.
#6150 Crystal Detector $2.20

Hand over that Crystal, sneaky Stingray!

Keep Stingray prisoners in the hydro jail.

Real working compass!

Mini ship detaches from main sub with quick release magnets.

Attach suction hose to crystal box to lift it off the ocean floor.
C. Hydro Crystalation Station
This is it — the super-advanced, Hydronaut techno station deep beneath the sea! And this is where the Hydronauts and Stingrays battle it out for the secret stash of crystals. The Stingrays try to sneak in by breaching into the base. If they're caught they'll be locked in the special prison... forever! Check out the amazing features like a special suction hose, a barred door that keeps sea creatures out, a working crane, and a big expedition vessel. Includes two Stingrays and three Hydronauts. Ages 6-12. 472 pieces.
#6199 Hydro Crystalation Station $98.00

D. #6145 Crystal Crawler. Ages 6-12. 42 pieces. $13.25

Special suction hose makes collecting crystals easy!

Hydro "nuts," I'm coming in!

Try to break into the station — pull the string to pop open the door!

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Sneaky Stingrays in their scorpion-like ships, scour the ocean floor for the few crystals that remain. Armed with giant crystal claws, flexible grabber hoses and stealth spy vessels — their mission is to collect all the crystals for themselves. Not even the Hydronauts or the Aquaraiders can stop them... can YOU?

Open the back panel to reveal the crystal lab.

Hole crystals in two secret hatchons!

A. Stingray Stormer

It’s shaped like a sneaky stingray, which prowls the ocean floor in search of prey. But it’s actually the biggest, most powerful ship of the Stingray team. Two smaller ships detach from the ship front for spy missions. Special grabber hoses detach from the ships and can be held by crew members. Comes with three sea creatures and four Stingray crew members. Ages 8+12. 328 pieces.

LEGO SYSTEM

#6198 Stingray Stormer $75.00
B. Hydro Reef Wrecker
You're armed with not one, not two, but THREE super powerful drills to bore through the ocean floor in search of crystals! Fold sides fins in to slice through the water, then roll along on the wheels to conquer the ocean floor. Also includes working compass, 4 crystals and two sneaky Aquariders.
Ages 6-12. 273 pieces.
$2162 Hydro Reef Wrecker $44.00

C. Crystal Scavenger
From the eerie green cockpit of the Crystal Scavenger, the Aquarider uses the ship's drill and underwater saw to tunnel through the ocean floor in search of crystals. One Aquarider included. 107 pieces.
$2160 Crystal Scavenger $16.50

D. #382 Aquazone Accessories
19 pieces. $4.50

E. Sea Scorpion
It looks like a deadly scorpion but is actually a deep-sea vessel manned by three Stingrays — half man, half fish creatures who seek the precious crystals. Scram the ocean floor with adjustable search lights. Use the nose and claw to snatch crystals from the Hydronauts.
Ages 7+12. 222 pieces.
$60 Sea Scorpion $50.50

No one will catch you in the super fast mini escape ship!

Ages 6-12

Choose the best drill for each mission!

Stealth crystals in secret box in back.

Squeeze sides of model to rotate drill!

Detach mini sub for spy missions!

Giant claw arm opens and closes.

Take the cockpit from the front of the ship and the propeller from the tail to create a mini-spy sub!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
CLASSIC TOYS
for Infants to Preschoolers

A. ALL ABOARD!
At a certain stage children learn that they have the power to make things react to their touch. Your young engineer will just love making the train run and stop, go backwards and automatically change direction. The battery powered Cargo Train can go everywhere — it runs on the track and directly on the floor. Plus, unlike ordinary toy trains, your child builds both the locomotive and wagons and then can redesign them his or her own way. It's a toy that stays fresh, a new adventure each time. Ages 3-5, 86 pieces.
#2745 Deluxe DUPLO Battery Cargo Train $103.00

Power Saving Design.
The battery train will run at least 8 hours on 3 AA alkaline batteries (batteries not included). The power saving feature goes into action when the train has not been touched by your child for two minutes.

Extra Big 42" x 34" layout with over 9 feet of running track

B. Build... Dig... Dump
Wow! This Toolo Digger does more than just dig — add a bucket in back and it’s a dump truck! With the click-clack of the Toolo screwdriver, your child can make just about anything. Ages 3-5, 20 pieces.
#2820 Toolo Digger $26.50

Hand operated start/stop rail allows your child to choose whether the train stops, goes by, or changes direction.

C. Mommy, look at the caterpillar go!
When your child presses the caterpillar’s back, it moves across the floor! Lady bug and bumblebee blocks rattle and can be stacked on caterpillar’s back. Curved edges are designed for little hands and developing motor skills. Ages 6-24 months. 3 pieces.
#2097 Caterpillar $11.00
D. Here’s a park where kids and animals can play together!

Who will zip down the slide first, the child or the chimp? There’s so much to do — like spin on the merry-go-round, swing on the vine, ride the trike and tow the wagon. Includes elephants, giraffes, lions, a monkey, a crocodile, and two children.

Ages 2-5, 47 pieces.

#3660 Animal Park $50.00

E. Play with the Dog...Cook Dinner...Vacuum...

Little ones delight in playing with smaller versions of the things they see at home.

This deluxe house is filled with familiar items: a kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, TV, vacuum, a pet dog, mom, dad, and two young children. The doorbell really rings, too — so get ready to watch your child play “let’s go visiting!” Ages 3-6, 68 pieces.

#2618 My First Home $61.00
FreeStyle

Ages 3-12

When your special project needs special pieces...

Build It Your Way
with these Essential Extras!

Roof Bricks
Give your buildings, castles, and towers real-looking roofs.
A. #5151 Steep Sloped Bricks (45 degrees), 58 pieces. $5.50
B. #5152 Low Sloped Bricks (25 degrees), 60 pieces. $5.50
C. #5161 Inverted Roof Bricks, 15 pieces. $3.00

D. #5149 Doors & Windows
$5.50 each per color.
F. #5146 Blue
G. #5147 Red

42 Plates in Two Colors
$5.50 each per color.
E. #5165 Hinges & Couplings
31 pieces. $3.00

62 Bricks in Six Colors
$5.50 each per color.
H. #5140 - Red
I. #5141 - Blue
J. #5142 - White
K. #5143 - Yellow
L. #5144 - Black
M. #5145 - Gray
Available in 6 colors!

N. Brick Separator
Everyone needs one! This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart.
#530 Brick Separator $2.25

O. #624 BASIC MOTOR
27 pieces. $23.50

P. Build Like Crazy
Includes 400 assorted LEGO bricks in five colors: 65 white, 95 blue, 61 yellow, 81 red and 48 black bricks in a variety of sizes. Ages 5-12
#539 5+ Bulk Bricks $19.75

Q. Just Build It!
Roll up your sleeves and get ready to go — because you’ll be building like crazy with the 596 pieces inside. Then add to the fun with doors, windows, trees, propellers, wheels, figures and other special pieces. Ages 6-12
596 pieces
#4162 5+ Building Set $27.50

START YOUR CREATIONS HERE!
Mammoth creations like skyscrapers or enchanted castles do much better with a baseplate foundation. Each durable baseplate forms a solid base for all your LEGO building bricks.

R. #628 X-Large Gray Baseplate
15" x 15" $11.00

S. #629 3 Building Plates
2-1/2" x 5" $5.50

T. #626 Large Green Baseplate
10" x 10" $5.50

U. #627 Large Blue Baseplate
10" x 10" $5.50

V. Idea Book
Build and create 11 new models for extra playtime fun with this 44 page Idea Book. Build 3 different town models, 1 castle model, 2 pirate models, 3 Aquarone models and 2 space vehicles! Oversized 8 1/4" x 11 3/4" for easy use.
#697 Idea Book $5.50

Includes sheet of cool stickers to decorate your creations!

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
Play in a World You Create!

Here comes a new kind of doll who doesn’t just look pretty — she’s pretty amazing.

All Scala dolls have real fabric clothing, bendable arms and legs, and lovely hair that’s fun to brush. You can build each set into a variety of things... turn a kitchen into an office or even create a dance studio out of a cottage. The fun never ends in the NEW world of LEGO Scala!

W. It’s Almost Like Magic!
Use the same pieces to create a kitchen, an office, store or a restaurant. And play with them for hours with the mom and baby dolls, plus an amazing number of special pieces — food, toys, kitchen gear, computer, phone and lots, lots more. 31 pieces.
#3243 Kitchen $26.50

X. #3200 Dressing Room
30 pieces. $16.50

Y. There’s So Much To Do in the Nursery...
Feed the baby in the high chair, read a book, play with toys, then tuck him in bed. Dozens of detailed special pieces include a growth chart, lotion bottles, teddy bear, rug and mirror. 50 pieces.
#3241 Nursery $22.00

Z. It’s Your Own Cozy Little Cottage!
Build and decorate it any way you want! Move the walls where you want them, add curtains, carpets, pictures, flowers, pillows and all kinds of other pretty things. Next dress the doll — she comes with leggings, a leotard, mini skirt and dress. In her shoes, she can stand anywhere on the boscipate floor. Guaranteed for many, many happy hours of play.
Ages 6 & up. 115 pieces.
#3270 Dream Cottage $76.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Super Cycle Center
If you like to go fast, faster, fastest, choose your bike and let 'er roll!
You'll find everything you need to get your vehicle in tip-top shape —
including lots of tools and a chain for hoisting up your cycle.
Includes a truck with trailer, car and four drivers. 152 pieces.
#6426 Super Cycle Center  $65.00

B. #8365 Construction Crew  
73 pieces. $16.50
C. Telephone Repair
The whole town screeches to a halt when the phone lines are down. So race to the rescue, fix the phones, and be a hero. Includes repair truck, phone booth and telephone repair man. 42 pieces.
#6422 Telephone Repair $7.25

D. #6486 Fire Engine 64 pieces. $10.00

E. Blaze Brigade
It's a snap to build—and a thrill to command! This large fire station gives you two fire trucks, a helicopter and 4 brave firefighters to tackle the toughest blazes. Also includes helicopter landing pad, oxygen tanks and fire extinguishers. 250 pieces.
#6554 Blaze Brigade $44.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Drag Race Rally
Vrooom... vrooom... you can almost hear the engines revving now. These souped-up dragsters are ready to break the sound barrier as they speed for the winner's cup. Includes a helicopter, two drivers, a mechanic and a helicopter pilot.
Ages 6-12. 284 pieces.
#5688 Drag Race Rally $31.00

B. Rig Racers
Bigger is better when it comes to racing! Zoom these two rigs and see which comes in first. Includes tools for quick repairs, two drivers and a flag-waver. 98 pieces.
#8424 Rig Racers $19.75

C. #5386 Race Elements
43 pieces. $4.25

NEW! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE
E. Indy Transport
Piece together three sleek race cars. Load them on the truck with the special ramp. Then head for the track and put the pedal to the metal! Comes with cool chrome exhaust pipes, spare tires, hubs and all the tools you need for those last-minute repairs. Plus, you get three figures. Ages 7-12. 385 pieces. 
#6335 Indy Transport $33.00

Lower the ramp, load the racers and raise it up when you’re ready to roll!

F. Octan Gas Station
Get ready for all kinds of action — pumping gas, towing breakdowns and making repairs. Comes with a tow truck, gas pump with nozzle you can attach to the car, a working jack, lots of tools, two workers and a customer. 120 pieces.
#6548 Octan Gas Station $24.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Maniac Favorites!

A. Royal Knights Castle
Adventure and mystery await you within the many secret rooms and hidden passages of the royal castle. When danger threatens — quick — close the drawbridge, and let the brave knights protect the King and his treasure. If all else fails, there’s a skeleton and a glow-in-the-dark ghost to scare intruders away!
Ages 8-12. 743 pieces.
#6090 Royal Knights Castle $108.00

B. Crisis News Crew
“Lights, camera, action!” When emergency strikes, the news crew is quick on the scene. Race in the helicopter with the cameras rolling, while the reporter zooms along in the TV van. Comes with pilot, camera person and reporter. Ages 7-12. 133 pieces
#6553 Crisis News Crew $13.25

Check out the working Drawbridge.
C. Bank
Put the money in the cash box, the cash boxes in the armored truck and the truck on the road to the bank! You get to watch out for bank robbers with this much cash on hand, so check the bank’s surveillance camera to make sure the coast is clear! Includes two armored truck drivers, ATM machine, cash boxes and lots of money. 96 pieces. #568 Bank $18.50

D. Robo Stalker
The Robo Stalker is here to protect the planet - and you're at the controls! Flexible arms have a drill for boring through solid rock and a grabber claw for snatching aliens on the run. Open the secret robo disk compartments under its ears and add extra robo disks to super-charge this Stalker for special missions. Includes 2 Robo figures. Ages 7-12. 270 pieces. #2150 Robo Stalker $32.00

E. Helicopter Transport
Build this transport truck and load 'er up with a high flying police helicopter. The copter can take-off and land on the flatbed of the truck. Includes copter pilot and truck driver. 100 pieces. #5258 Helicopter Transport $16.50

Need to get away quick? Pop off this robot's head and cruise!

Head swivels and arms are super flexible!

Open door in robot's back to reveal secret control center!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. #6836 V-Wing Fighter
   39 pieces. $4.50
B. #6818 Cyborg Scout
   35 pieces. $3.50
C. #6420 Mail Carrier
   11 pieces. $2.50
D. #6325 Package Pick-up
   26 pieces. $4.75
E. #6332 Race and Chase
   48 pieces. $7.75
F. #6324 Chopper Cop
   23 pieces. $3.50
G. #6487 Mountain Rescue
   Ages 6-12. 67 pieces. $8.75
H. #6530 Outback Racer
   48 pieces. $4.50
I. #6556 Scuba Squad
   Ages 6-12. 72 pieces. $3.75
J. #6407 Fire Chief
   24 pieces. $5.50
K. #6555 Sea Hunter
   30 pieces. $4.50

NEW!

CALL TODAY!
1-800-453-4652

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
Be the FIRST to build your own awesome LEGO watch!

Go ahead, Maniacs, put your building, snapping, creating skills to work on this colorful LEGO watch. First, choose your colors, now build your band! What will it be? Red blue red? Yellow blue green? Change it with your mood, match your hat, pick your favorite color -- or go totally random if you want!

Next dress up the dial. Choose from three different rings -- a compass ring, minute timer ring, and international ring (hey, what time is it in Tokyo, anyway?). Use one, none or all three -- it's up to you to decide. With the LEGO watch, you don't just tell time, you build it -- yourself! Ages 5 and up.

#W100 LEGO Watch $39.75

Includes four interchangeable, child-size bands, plus lots of links in different colors to create a watch band that will fit almost anyone.

Save LEGO Island from going to pieces!

LEGO Island is the first ever 3D action adventure game that brings the fun, imaginative LEGO worlds to life on CD-ROM.

• Over 35 unique, animated LEGO characters come alive in a 3D environment that makes you feel like you're REALLY in the LEGO world
• Explore the island through the eyes of five very different LEGO characters.

• Age appropriate levels let you decide how much of a challenge you're up for and randomized animations make playing a new adventure every time!
• Hours of game playing including over 3 hours of 3D animations and 90 minutes of original music!
• Customize the entire island and save it.

Recommended for Ages 6-12.

#CD100 LEGO Island CD-ROM Game $39.75

©1997 Mindscape, Inc. All rights reserved. Mindscape is a registered trademark of Mindscape, Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective brands.
| Product Code | Description                              | Quantity | Price  
|--------------|------------------------------------------|----------|--------
| #5130        | Windows & Seats                          | 14       | $3.00  
| #5127        | Antennas & Control Sticks                | 37       | $3.00  
| #5125        | Launch Command Accessories               | 30       | $3.00  
| #5138        | Transparent Plates & Bricks              | 80       | $3.50  
| #5033        | Lighting Brick                           | 5        | $5.50  
| #5390        | Construction Accessories                 | 12       | $4.50  
| #5396        | Windows and Hinges                       | 8        | $3.50  
| #6326        | Town Folks                               | 25       | $6.75  
| #5200        | T-Road Plates                            |          |        
| #6322        | Straight Road Plates                     |          |        
| #6321        | Curved Road Plates                       |          |        
| #6323        | Cross Road Plates                        |          |        
| #5318        | Trees and Fences                         | 49       | $4.50  
| #5387        | Magnets and Holders                      | 12       | $3.50  
| #5132        | Wheels & Bearings                        | 24       | $3.50  

**Create Your Own Road System!**

Create your own unique LEGO community road system... then have fun building tunnels, bridges, buildings and more with your LEGO bricks. Or use these plates to build a winding racetrack. All road plates are detailed with bicycle/jogging paths. Each plate measures 10" square. Two plates per package. $7.75

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
discover a Whole New World...

**Underwater!**

### A. Diving Expedition Explorer

It's the biggest diving expedition ever -- and you're the captain of the mission! Down in the ocean depths the divers search for treasure -- and hope they don't find the octopus cave by mistake! Comes with five divers, boat captain, a skeleton and all kinds of dangerous sea creatures and undersea treasures. Ages 8-12. 484 pieces.

#6560 Diving Expedition Explorer $79.00

**NEW!**

### B. #5399 Divers Accessories

Ages 5-12.
36 pieces.
$4.50

### C. Treasure Hunters

Launch the submersible from the expedition boat with the low line and get ready for an amazing underwater expedition. A special deep sea camera lets you film the mysteries of the deep. Includes expedition ship, submersible, 2 divers, boat captain, stingray and lots of diving gear. 139 pieces.

#6557 Treasure Hunters $22.00

**NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE**
D. Deep Sea Bounty

Inside the whale's skeleton... where few dare to enter... lies a secret cave and priceless treasure! Be careful. No diver has been able to take the treasure without getting trapped inside the jaws of the skeletal beast. Includes expedition boat, mini-sub, underwater camera, x-ray machine, shark cage and lots of diving equipment. Plus 4 divers, a boat captain, a stingray, octopus, and even a shark! Ages 6-12. 344 pieces.

#6559 Deep Sea Bounty $44.00

E. Shark Cage Cove

Make sure you find the treasure before the shark and sawfish find...YOU! If their teeth look too sharp and too close you can always keep safe in the protective shark cage. Then signal your partner to hoist you up to the safety of the boat! Includes boat captain, 2 divers, a sawfish, 2 sharks, and lots of diving gear and underwater treasures. 185 pieces.

#6558 Shark Cage Cove $33.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Discovery Station
Crane, crane, crane goes the wheel on the crane, lowering the submarine down into the ocean depths. What will you find there — sunken treasure or a sea creature? Be quick in collecting the creature because when you grab it, a shark shoots out of the cave! Back at the lab, x-ray underwater finds to see what’s inside these cool creatures! Comes with a helicopter and tow rope. Includes 2 divers, sub driver, and helicopter pilot.
316 pieces.
#1782 Discovery Station
$54.00

B. Deep Reef Refuge
Dive down to amazing depths! Dock the laboratory on the ocean floor — it’s equipped with an x-ray machine to study underwater organisms. Mayday! A great white shark, stingray and sawfish are surrounding the lab — but not for long! The submersible equipped with grabber arms can quickly chase them away. Also includes 4 divers, boat captain, dolphin, octopus, special underwater clues and lots of diving gear. 433 pieces.
#6411 Deep Reef Refuge $88.00
C. Cyber Saucer
Every alien fleet needs at least one flying saucer! Open the cockpit and put the alien at the controls. Before your first mission, press the heat sensitive sticker to unvel alien messages. Then turbo saucer rockets will spin you into far off galaxies for tons of UFO adventures. 113 pieces.
#6800 Cyber Saucer $22.00

D. #2151 Robo Raider
135 pieces. $13.25

E. Robo Raptor
Stomp, stomp, stomp go the powerful feet as this ferocious robotic dinosaur patrols the planet. Its head swivels, its claws grab and its tail and arms move up and down too — so those aliens better look out when this member of the Roboforce is on patrol! Includes one Roboforce figure and three robo disks. 220 pieces.
#2152 Robo Raptor $22.00

F. Robo Master
This massive, scorpion-like robot speeds along tough terrain on twelve heavy-duty wheels and is loaded with special features! Flexible claw and laser arms make catching space aliens a snap. Plus special holograms on tail and feet send and receive messages and detect danger throughout the galaxy. Includes two Robo figures and three robo disks. Ages 8-12. 382 pieces.
#2154 Robo Master $44.00

Look out for more UFO's on pp. 30-31

Head swivels and attaches to become a mini space ship!

Flexible tail and arms move up and down!

Feet move back and forth!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Interstellar Starfighter
It's the most feared ship in the galaxy—the largest alien force! And it's at your command, complete with pulsating red lights created by fiber optics. A smaller ship attaches to the Starfighter with magnets, then releases for quick getaways. Encrypted stickers await your touch—and give you clues to the aliens' dastardly plans! Includes 1 droid and 2 aliens. Red lights are powered by a micro motor which requires one 9 volt battery (not included). Ages 8-12. 282 pieces.

#6379 Interstellar Starfighter $83.00

Magnets hold rear escape saucer in place.

X wings add extra power.

Push the arrow to get things glowing.

B. #6629 Rudon Rover
52 pieces. $8.75

Secret compartment in back hides computer records.

NEW!

C. #5384 UFO Accessories
Ages 5-12. 21 pieces. $4.50

LEGO SYSTEM
F - Alien Avenger
Here came the aliens in a flying saucer that really spins! Magnets hold the escape pod and a vehicle for quick getaways. Plus a smaller vehicle fits in the secret compartment. Now touch the special decals to decode the alien messages! Includes one droid and three aliens. Ages 8-12. 361 pieces.
#6975 Alien Avenger $65.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Wild West Adventures!

A. Rapid River Village
A complete tribal village and you're the chief! You control the secret cave, the watchtower, 2 trapdoors and tree trunks that fall on command! Plus you get two tents, a canoe, campfires, totem pole, two horses, seven figures, and two hollow tree trunks to hide in.
Ages 8-12. 343 pieces.
#6766 Rapid River Village $73.00

Push gray brick to the right — the trap door drops intruders into the secret cave.

Push the gray brick back to drop logs through the trap door.

MORE HORSES AND SPECIAL PIECES FOR YOUR COLLECTION!

B. #5394 Horses and Saddles 12 pieces. $4.50
C. #6718 Rain Dance Ridge 71 pieces. $8.75
D. #5382 Wild West Accessories 31 pieces. $5.00
F. Chief's Tepee
This place near the creek is perfect for tribal meetings with the chief. Comes with totem pole and decorated tepee, three figures, a horse, hollow tree trunk, snakes and birds.
Ages 7-12. 131 pieces.
#6746 Chief's Tepee $32.00

G. Boulder Cliff Canyon
Cross cliffs carefully on the log bridge, canoe the rapids and ride through the canyon with the chief and his tribe. Then, see if you can find the secret hiding place in the giant boulder. After a day full of adventure, cook dinner over an open fire and settle in your tepee for the night. Includes six figures, snakes and a hollow tree stump to hide in.
Ages 7-12. 250 pieces.
#6748 Boulder Cliff Canyon $44.00

E. #6709 Tribal Chief 14 pieces. $4.50

Cross canyon carefully on log bridge -- watch your step you may roll off!

Push the wrong rock and start a landslide.
SADDLE UP FOR SOME
WILD WEST
ACTION

Cheating card players beware! Turn the table one way and you'll end up in jail -- turn it the other way and make an escape!

Steal gold coins in secret spots!

A. Fort Legaredo
Build this huge cavalry fort and let the flags wave high. Its 6 cavalry officers are prepared to tackle any trouble -- including those good-for-nothin' bandits. There are two trapdoors -- one sends cheating card players to prison and the other is a secret exit. Also includes a cannon, gold bugle, dynamite and card bricks, 3 bandits, 1 deputy, and secret places for stashing gold. Ages 8-12. 868 pieces.
#6759 Fort Legaredo $89.00

B. Sheriff's Lock-Up
Stand tall and ride proud as you uphold the law! The jail holds your prisoner secure. Unless that is, another bandit tries to break him out of jail. Includes Sheriff, deputy, 2 bandits, and dynamite, card and wanted poster bricks. Ages 7-12. 170 pieces.
#6755 Sheriff's Lock-Up $27.50

Bart inserts the dynamite brick into side of jail and off flies the wall. The bandit escapes!
C. Gold City Junction
Just like the early pioneers, you can build your own frontier mining town. But guard it closely — those bandits are robbing the bank, holdin' up the stagecoach, lootin' the General Store and just causin' trouble! Includes Sheriff Wild Wyatt West, deputy, banker, cavalry officers, Black Bart and 1 Cowboy.
Ages 8-12. 337 pieces.
#6783 Gold City Junction $54.00

Insert the dynamite brick into the side of the bank and the front wall flies off so the bandits can get to the safe.

Insert dynamite brick into slot on stagecoach and the safe with all the money flies out!

MORE COWBOYS & CAVALRY FOR YOUR COLLECTION!

D. #6736 Frontier Patrol
25 pieces. $6.75

E. #6712 Sheriff’s Showdown 26 pieces. $4.50

F. #6715 Weapons Wagon Ages 6-12. 63 pieces. $8.75

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Witch’s Magic Manor
Willa the Witch can see your every move in her crystal ball, so watch out, she could be anywhere — flying around in her witchcraft or even on her fire-breathing dragon! Your only escape may be the trick revolving wall.
Includes dragon, Willa the Witch, 3 knights, skeleton and 1 Dark Forest renegade. Ages 7-12. 255 pieces.
#6087 Witch’s Magic Manor $44.00

B. Traitor Transport
Traitors to the Kingdom — beware! Now you can transport traitors in a dungeon on wheels! A fire-breathing dragon pulls the carriage and a knight rides behind to guard the prisoner. Ages 7-12. 140 pieces.
#8047 Traitor Transport $21.00
C. Night Lords Castle
This massive 20 inch tall castle is filled with magic... like a flying, fire-breathing dragon... a witch and her crystal-ball... trapdoors... Basil the Bat Lord... a haunted tower... secret exits and all kinds of other tricks and traps. Also, comes with five knights, lots of bats, skeleton, two horses and many magical surprises. Ages 8-12. 598 pieces.

#6334 Night Lords Castle $88.00

D. #6031 Fright Force 25 pieces. $6.75

You never know who'll pop up in this crystal ball!

E. #5333 Castle Accessories 34 pieces. $3.75

Use chain to raise and lower the gate.

Secret revolving wall is great for quick escapes!

You can build the castle this way too!

Push the lever forward — the cauldron tips and drops rocks on unexpected visitors.
A. Big Foot 4x4
You're ready for any on-road or off-road adventure in this massive moving machine! A handle on the roof actually turns the tires for maneuvering in and out of tricky terrain. Doors open and close, side mirrors adjust and the back seats adjust too! When you're ready for even more action, use the same pieces to build a dune buggy to play in the sand dunes. Ages 10+. 742 pieces.

#5561 Big Foot 4x4 $88.00

Includes instructions to build this alternate Dune Buggy.

Awesome air-filled tires!

Cool chrome exhaust pipes!

B. Build Your Own Monster Big Rig
It's loaded with extras and ready for the road. Authentic details include a V-8 diesel motor, working doors, sunroof and steering. Plus, there's a sleeping cabin with all the comforts of home, like a bed, lamp, TV, CB-radio — even a coffee machine! And when you're finished, use the same pieces to build an awesome all-terrain truck! Ages 10+. 1,743 pieces.

#5571 Monster Big Rig $139.00

Includes instructions to build this awesome all-terrain truck!

Chrome exhaust pipes!

Truck is Over 13" long!

Lift the hood and check out the high-powered diesel engine!
C. Cruise into the New Millennium
Large air-filled tires and rear-wheel suspension let you glide over the toughest roads. Open the back hatch to check out the powerful 4-cylinder motor, then lift up the side doors to hop in. If you want even more action, attach #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately) to really add some speed. Next, use the same pieces to build a radical Radar Rover with radar antenna that spins as the car rolls across the floor. Ages 10+. 413 pieces.
#8437 Future Car $54.00

D. Mud Masher
This hot rod off-roader cruises across the nastiest terrain. Jumbo wheels tilt to absorb the jolts and help you steer. Now use the same pieces to build a three-wheeler that can be motorized with #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately) for even more action! 121 pieces.
#8226 Mud Masher $14.25

Add one of these motors and watch your models ROAR to life!

E. #8720 Power Pack
Wheels turn and motors run when you add the 9V power pack to your LEGO TECHNIC Sets. Includes motor, battery box, rubber belts and assorted gears and bricks. Requires 6 AA Batteries-Not included. 54 pieces.
#8720 Power Pack $39.75

The following sets in this catalog include detailed instructions to motorize at least one model with #8720 Power Pack:
#8050 Search Sub .........................p. 41
#8443 Pneumatic Log Loader ..........p. 41
#8277 Giant Model Set .................p. 41
#8425 Black Falcon ......................p. 42

F. #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor
Get your models moving by adding this more powerful 9V motor to your LEGO TECHNIC sets. Includes motor, 4 wheels, battery box, rubber belts and bricks. Also comes with assorted gears and instructions that show you how to get your models running at three different speeds. Requires 6 AA Batteries-Not included. 69 pieces.
#8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor $42.00

The following sets in this catalog include detailed instructions to motorize at least one model with #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor:
#8226 Mud Masher ......................p. 39
#8437 Future Car ......................p. 39
#8459 Pneumatic Front End Loader ..p. 41
#8248 Forklift ..........................p. 43

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
YOU BUILD IT, YOU PROGRAM IT, YOU TELL IT WHAT TO DO!

Program the claw to grab, lift and load tires - then dump them out of the truck.

Scan barcodes on the Code Card to tell truck what to do.

VROOM

Over 18 inches long!

NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

A. Responds To Your Commands!
This monster truck gives you absolutely amazing power with a motor, sound effects and a unique device that uses barcodes to program its movement. Use the special "Code Pilot" to scan barcodes on the Code Card to tell the truck what to do. Connect the Code Pilot to the truck and watch the truck get to work! Arm up, arm down, claw open, dumpee dump, truck forward, truck backwards, sound effects — YOU CALL THE SHOTS! And if that’s not enough, flip the Code Card over to record and play back music with the Code Pilot. Requires 6 AA batteries not included.

Ages 11+. 1203 pieces.

Includes instructions for 3 awesome alternate models!

Auto Drive Buggy

Robot

Satellite Truck

#6479 Barcode Multi-Set $164.00
B. Prepare to be amazed by this deep sea submarine!
Powered by pneumatics and the new air storage tank, its propellers spin, its periscope scans the horizon and its powerful front claw opens and closes to lift things off the ocean floor. Comes with a LEGO TECHNIC diver and building instructions for an alternate model with a detachable mini-sub. Ages 9+. 376 pieces.

#8230 Search Sub $49.50

C. Put Pneumatic Power To Work!
You can lift and lower the crane arm and open and close the jaws for all of your loading jobs. Next, use the same pieces to build a double-axle container crane and motorize it with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 39) to drive forwards and backwards.

Ages 10+. 320 pieces.

#8443 Pneumatic Log Loader $58.00

PNEUMATIC POWER!

D. Pump it up to Lift, Scoop & Dump!
It's pneumatic power at an all-new level—thanks to the pneumatic air tank that stores power until the moment you need it. Just pump air into the storage tank and open the release valve to scoop, lift the bucket and dump. Add the new #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately on page 39) to motorize this awesome machine. Then use the same pieces to build a Forest Tractor with crane arm. Ages 11+.

582 pieces.

#8455 Pneumatic Front-End Loader $28.00

Power up your #8459 Front End Loader with #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor

Ages 11+. 842 pieces in all

$124 Value

#6459 Pneumatic Front-End Loader Kit

Just $110.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Build Your Own Space Shuttle
Then put it in action with two different motors, a battery box and Fiber Optic System Lights. Also includes manually retractable landing gear and moveable wing flaps. Next, dive into the deep with an awesome submarine you can build with the same pieces. Motors open the front hatch, lower a ramp, power a mini ocean floor scan vehicle forward and backward and flash the Fiber Optic System lights. 6 AA Batteries not included. Ages 11+. 1,066 pieces.
#8480 Space Shuttle $158.00

20 INCHES LONG!
WING SPAN 14½ INCHES!

B. Take to the Skies
Like real planes, it features two turboprop motors, landing gear that folds up and locks into place and moveable wing flaps. Ready for the next challenge? Use the same pieces to build an off-shore cruiser with two outboard motors. Add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 39) to motorize the propellers on the main model. (Plane does not really fly)
Ages 10+. 470 pieces.
#6425 Black Falcon $49.50

Raise and lower landing gear.
Motorize the propellers on main model!
C. Massive Moving Robot
For big action build this massive, moving robot that stands over 15 inches tall. Turn the wheel on its back to move its head. Special handles move the arms and pressure bars let you activate the powerful hands. Then use the same pieces to build a cat on wheels and a helicopter. Add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 39) to make the rotor spin. 546 pieces.

#8277 Giant Model Set $44.00

D. Lift, Lower and Haul!
Discover the awesome mechanics behind a working forklift! The forks lift up, up, and can be locked in place. Also features rear wheel steering from the knob on top of the cab. Now use the same pieces to build a front-wheel-drive truck. Includes LEGO TECHNIC driver and instructions to motorize the forklift with #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately on page 39). 227 pieces.

#8248 Forklift $33.00

NEW!! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Think of this as

Grand Central Station
FOR TRAINS

Freight trains... passenger trains... cargo loaders... you name it. There's only one place in town where you'll find all these awesome LEGO trains — right here on pages 44-47! So load 'em up and let 'em roll — because you're really on the fast track now!

A. Freight & Crane Railway
All the action and excitement of a bustling train yard, complete with an engine, three flatbed train cars, containers for loading solids and liquids, two working cranes, a working scale for weighing cargo, a truck and much more. Use the cranes to load the cars, make sure the load's not too heavy, then let 'em roll round the track. Requires #5468 8-volt Speed Regulator to operate (sold separately). 360 pieces.
#4565 Freight & Crane Railway $144.00

B. #4548 Speed Regulator
3 pieces $46.00

Covered by a 1 year limited warranty.
For a free copy, please contact:
LEGO Consumer Affairs
P.O. Box 1139
Enfield, CT 06083
or call 1-800-4-LEGORE M-F 9-9 ET

Build Your Own Train Car... Even Add Lights!

C. #5304 Two Wheelsets $3.50
D. #5302 Two Bogieplates $2.50
E. #5303 Buffers, Magnets & Couplers 6 pieces $3.50
F. #5305 Connection Wire $6.75
G. #5300 Electric Train Motor 3 pieces $27.50
H. #5309 Wagon Plate $3.00
I. #5310 Lighting Brick 4 pieces $5.50

Over 7 feet of running track!
A. Cargo Railway

If you like trains and trucks you'll go CRAZY for the Cargo Railway! Hear the click of wheels as the awesome express locomotive and its four cargo containers whisk around the oval track, transporting money, mail, fuel and luggage. The transport truck unloads the four passenger containers — sleeping compartments, dining areas and all! There are also 7 figures included and a 9 volt plug-in transformer to get this train rolling — fast! 835 pieces.

#4559 Cargo Railway $33.00

#4559 Cargo Railway includes eight removable railway compartments (as shown from left to right): mail car, 2 sleeper cars, luggage car, safe car, 2 dining cars, and fuel containers.

Container transport truck loads and unloads containers from train.

Travelers dine in style in the dining car.
B. Train Cars
Build them, customize them — and set them rolling! Tip the buckets and load down the sides of flatbed to load cargo into the six-wheel dump truck. Load two sporty cars on the car transport flatbed. Refuel when you need it with three fuel tanks on the container flatbed. Plus you get a fix-it vehicle and five rail workers with tools.

Ages 7-12. 359 pieces. 
#2126 Train Cars $69.50

C. Special Track Kit
Add over 7 feet of running track to your existing train set and create the awesome layout shown. Kit contains 1 set of straight rails (#4515), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 1 set of switching rails (#4531). 30 pieces in all! A $68.50 value.
#K4520 Special Track Kit NOW ONLY $55.00!

D. Level Crossing
Train's coming! Warn cars it's time to stop at the crossing while your train chugs by. Includes baseplate with rails to hook up to your rail system, two moveable crossing gates, a watchman's post and watchman. 133 pieces.
#4532 Level Crossing $24.00

E. Deluxe Track Kit
Add over 19 feet of running track to your existing train set and create the awesome layout shown. Kit contains 3 sets of straight rails (#4515), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 2 sets of switching rails (#4531). 52 pieces in all. A $123.00 value.
#K4531 Deluxe Track Kit NOW ONLY $110.00!

F. #4531 Switching Rails
6 pieces. $28.75

G. #4520 Eight Curved Rails
Enough for 27" half circle! $13.25

H. #4515 Eight Straight Rails
More than 40 inches of track! $13.25

Super Deluxe Track Kit
Includes:
D. #4532 Level Crossing 
E. #K4531 Deluxe Track Kit
185 pieces in all. A $147.00 value
#K4532 Deluxe Track Kit Catalog Special—Only $132.00
YOU'RE IN COMMAND OF ALL THE ACTION on Land and in the Sky!

NEW! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

Cargo Center
You've got to think fast and move quickly to keep on top of the action-packed Cargo Center. Use the forklift to load the transport chopper, fuel up and lift off! Then take charge from the control tower to make sure everyone gets their packages. Also includes pick-up truck, fuel vehicle and five cargo workers. Ages 5-12. 228 pieces.

#6330 Cargo Center $52.00

Check out more LEGO fun on our website! WWW.LEGO.COM

Thank you for requesting our catalog. Cool NEW Adventurers sets pp. 8-9! Build your own LEGO Watch -- see order form.

FedEx
Fast FedEx! 2-4 Day Delivery See order form for details.

No extra charge for regular shipping. All orders are postage paid!

To Order Call:
1-800-453-4652
24 Hours a Day!
Fax Toll Free 888-FAX-LEGO
888-329-5346

LEGO Shop At Home Service
555 Taylor Road
P.O. Box 1310
Enfield, CT 06083-1310

Chris Talbott
3033 Whittier St
San Diego CA 92106-1945
Be the FIRST to build your own awesome LEGO watch!

Go ahead, Maniacs, put your building, snapping, creating skills to work on this colorful LEGO watch. First, choose your colors, now build your band! What will it be? Red blue red? Yellow blue green? Change it with your mood, match your hat, pick your favorite color or go totally random if you want!

Next dress up the dial. Choose from three different rings -- a compass ring, minute timer ring, and international ring (hoy, what time is it in Tokyo, anyway?). Use one, none or all three -- it's up to you to decide. With the LEGO watch, you don't just tell time, you build it -- yourself! Ages 5 and up.

#W100 LEGO Watch $39.75

Includes four interchangeable, child-size bands, plus lots of links in different colors to create a watch band that will fit almost anyone.

Save LEGO Island from going to pieces!

LEGO Island is the first over 3D action adventure game that brings the fun, imaginative LEGO worlds to life on CD-ROM.
- Over 35 unique, animated LEGO characters come alive in a 3D environment that makes you feel like you're REALLY in the LEGO world.
- Explore the island through the eyes of five very different LEGO characters.
- Age appropriate levels let you decide how much of a challenge you're up for and randomized animations make playing a new adventure every time!
- Hours of game playing including over 5 hours of 3D animations and 90 minutes of original music!
- Customize the entire island and save it.

Recommended for Ages 6-12.

#CD100 LEGO Island CD-ROM Game $39.75

©1997 Mindscape, Inc. All rights reserved. Mindscape is a registered trademark of Mindscape, Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective brands.
More Great Items...

Ages 5-12

All Under $10!

It's like getting a FREE set!

Limited quantities for all items on this page!

A. #6515 Eagle Stunt Flyer
   Ages 7-12, 71 pieces, $8.75

B. #6544 Alien Fossilizer
   Ages 6-12, 51 pieces, $6.75

C. #6549 Street Sweeper
   Ages 6-12, 58 pieces, $6.75

D. #6517 Water Jet 3
   28 pieces, $2.50

E. #6518 Baja Buggy
   Ages 7-12, 125 pieces, $13.25

Buy any 5 items online at page 24 & this panel C or the order form & save $4.50 or $9.00. Buy any 10 items & save $9.00.
Key Chains

Keep your keys on the coolest chains in town! Suitable for ages 5 and up.

CO2 Alien

50 each
A. Tractor Trailer Cab

Massive tractor trailers like this dominate the road — and now you can build one with your own two hands. The rig is loaded just like the real thing — from the six jumbo wheels to the shiny chrome exhaust pipes. Also includes one figure ready to hit the roads. Ages 7-12. 104 pieces.

8 Tractor Trailer Cab $11.00
Alert! Alert! Road construction兴建! Fill up dirt in the 3-joint bucket, load it in the dump truck and zoom away. Two road workers included. Ages 7-12. 125 pieces.

#6581 Dig n’ Dump $13.25